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AbstractThis study aims to find out the perception of learners aboutlearning English online classes at Puspita Senior High School. Thesubject of this study consists of two classes namely X IPA 1 consisting of30 learners and X IPS 1 consisting of 31 learners. This research methoduses descriptive qualitative through three data collection techniques,namely 1) observations made during the learning process; 2)questionnaire, given to students to find out the perception of studentswho have previously been validated by experts; and 3) Interviews,conducted to teachers and principals who are used to support otherdata. From the data obtained then data analysis was conductedconsisting of 1) reduction of data that chooses the core of the dataobtained through observation, questionnaire, and interview. After that2) the presentation of data presented through tables, graphs, and briefdescriptions. Then 3) drawing conclusions that answer the formulationof the problem. Based on the results of the study it can be concludedthat the majority of learners have a positive perception of onlineclasses. But there are still some learners who experience frustrationwhen online classes are implemented.
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INTRODUCTIONEnglish lessons are the ones that are compulsory and must be learned, it isin accordance with the statement of Agistiawati (2020) that English is one of thecompulsory subjects that must be followed by all high school students inaccordance with Permendiknas No.69 of 2013 on High School Curriculum.According to Eggen and Kauchak (in Sari 2016:127), standards for schools in the21st Century, teaching and learning activities are not only conducted face-to-facebut also supported by technology that has developed in the present, namely thepresence of online learning. According to Christian, et al. (2020:483), students'difficulties in learning online due to limited internet costs and the ability andknowledge of each person are different, resulting in a lack of students' ability toaccess digital devices.
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At the time of online learning classes, there must be some students whoexperience learning barriers. Firmansyah (2017) states that learning difficultiesare obstacles experienced by students in the learning process that could causestudents got less optimal learning outcomes during the learning process. Megawati(2016) argues that the difficulty of learning English in achieving languagecompetence as a whole is influenced by the level of language mastery of eachstudent. To find out students' learning difficulties, the writer would conductpreliminary studies by conducting observations and interviews with a teacher atPuspita Senior High School of Air Kumbang. Based on the observation, the writerobtained the results that the application used as an online learning medium onlyused WhatsApp to provide information about assignments to students and GoogleClassroom as a medium of submitting assignments and online meetings whendescribing teaching materials.The government change the system because of the covid-19 pandemic sothat the education system was changed to online learning, According Daniel,(2020:91) COVID-19 is the greatest challenge that these expanded nationaleducation systems have ever faced. Many governments have ordered institutionsto cease face-to-face instruction for most of their students, requiring them toswitch, almost overnight, to online teaching and virtual education.Novelty in this research is the existence of several demands in the 21stcentury era in accordance with government policies that require online learning,but learning applied online classes does not rule out the possibility of learningbarriers in students. The researchertried to review again by conducting apreliminary study at Puspita Senior High School. The researcher interviewed oneof the teachers of English subjects to find out the student's responses during onlinelearning. Based on the results of the interview, the researchers obtainedinformation that students only submitted assignments through the googleclassroom application without understanding the material provided by the teacherwhile in previous research conducted by Mulyani (2020), Agung, Surtikanti, andQuinones (2020) that students' perception of online classroom learning wasineffective due to hard to find other resources and literature with comparablefocus and situation. Learning difficulties can be seen through differentassumptions and perceptions of students. Regarding the understanding ofperception, Walgito (Mulyani, 2020: 6) states that Perception is a process precededby the process of sensing, which is the process of receiving stimulus by individualsthrough sensory devices or also called sensory processes. Meanwhile, Walgito (inSudarsono &Suharsono 2016: 38) states that the factors that affect studentperception are perceived objects; sensory devices, nerves, and centers of nervestructures; and attention.Due to differences in perceptions about online classes, a research is neededon students perception towards learning English in online classes at Puspita Senior
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High School. The purpose of this study was to find out students' perceptions ofEnglish learning applied online classes by decrying the results of the study. Withthis research, it is expected that the improvement of the quality of online classesand teaching staff can anticipate learning barriers so that learning goals can beachieved even through online classes.
METHODThis research is qualitative descriptive conducted to find out the perceptionof students on learning English through online classes. The research wasconducted at Puspita Senior High School.The subject of this study was class X IPA 1with a total of 30 students, and X IPS 1 with the number of 31 students and 1teacher of English subjects. Location is determined based on the characteristicsdetermined by the researcher, while the determination of the selected class wascarried out through the consideration of teachers and schools that serve asresearch sites.The data and data sources in this study are primary data and secondarydata. Primary data consists of observations, interviews, and questionnaires. Whilethe primary data is based on the results of other people's research publishedthrough relevant journals and books. The data collection technique in this studyincludes 1) observation to get information about the process of learning Englishduring online classes at Puspita Senior High School; 2) Interviews which arerequired to obtain data on students' perceptions of English learning during onlineclasseswhich is obtained through an interview with one of the English teachers atPuspita Senior High School; 3) Useful questionnaire whose results to determinedifferences in student perception during online English learning classes; and 4)literature reviewwhich is used as a consideration when conducting research.Data analysis used in this study uses Miles and Hubermen models, namelydata reduction, data presentation, and conclusion drawing (Sugiyono, 2019).Analysis conducted encompasses 1) data reduction, which is done the selection ofthe main data that provides a clear picture in the next data collection. The datareduced in this study are the results of observations, questionnaires, andinterviews; 2) The presentation of data in this study is categorizing data fromobservations, questionnaires, and interviews presented in the form of tables,graphs, and brief descriptions in detail; 3) The conclusion of this study is adescription of students' perception toward learning English in online classes atPuspita Senior High School which can be used as a guideline for improving thequality of English language learning during online classes.
RESULT AND DISCUSSION
RESULTRespondents to this study amounted to 61 learners consisting of 30students of class X IPA 1 and 31 learners from class X IPS 1 who filled out
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questionnaires. Respondents were learners from Puspita Senior High School of AirKumbang, Banyuasin.The results of the study are processed from observations, questionnaires,and interviews. The results of the study discussed the results of the calculation ofanswers, the average percentage of students' answers about students' perceptiontoward learning English in online classes at Puspita Senior High School.The writer displays the student's answer through a questionnaireconsisting of 20 questions that had 4 criteria based on statements namely 1 (SD),2(D), 3(A), and 4(SA). Here are the criteria for assessment:
Table 4.1. Assessment Percentage Criteria

Persentase (%) Criteria0%-25% Very Bad26%-50% Bad51%-75% Good76%-100% Very Good(Source: Iswari, 2017)To present the percentage number of the research result, the data werecounted and drawn up in the table of percentage which the formula below.= × 100%P = PercentageF = FrequencyN = Total of frequencyBased on the calculation the results showed that the perception of 10th gradestudents to English lessons during online classes at Puspita Senior High School ofAir Kumbang as many as 17 respondents (27.87%) had a very positive perception,38 respondents (62.30%) had a positive perception, 6 respondents (9.84%) had aless positive perception, and no respondents had a negative perception of Englishlearning during online classes. The following isthe results of the study presented inthe form of a bar diagram:
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Figure 1. Tenth Grade Students' Perception Bar Diagram on online EnglishlearningFrom the data above it could be said that the perception of tenth graderstowards English learning during online classes at Puspita Senior High School thehighest percentage of 61 respondents consisting of tenth grade Science 1 andSocial 1 with a positive category as many as 38 respondents got a percentage of62.30%.Based on the results of observations with percentage of 40% with poor assessmentcriteria because the school had not provided tools (facilities) for teachers to teachonline, the teacher only used book teaching materials, schools and the results of aninterview with one of the English teachers at Puspita Senior High School obtainedthat learning is only done through the Google Classroom application and there isno support from other learning references.  The teacher presented materials onlyin the form of student activity sheets and the provision of learning videos throughlinks from Youtube and did not have a special website to carry out online learningteaching activities. It was not fully implemented in the school. Teachers came toschool only if there were hours of subjects to be taught, and the teacher only usedthe application specified by the school, namely google classroom.Based on the findings of questionaire, supported by the results ofobservations and interviews, the results showed that learning can be carried outproperly in accordance with the conditions and expectations that arise fromexisting problems despite some obstacles that exist during the process of learningEnglish online classes take place such as internet signals, and the lack of facilitiesprovided by schools.
DISCUSSIONBased on the analysis done, the researcher gets a finding that theperception of the students to online classroom learning showed a positiveresponse. The category of "positive" means that online learning has been goingwell in accordance with the expectations of the relevant parties, especially for theteacher who teaches subjects, but there were some aspects that were still lacking
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in this learning such as there were still students who experience obstacles, as wellas pressures during online classroom learning especially in English lessons.The results of the above study were similar to Firmansyah’s research(2021) with the title "Motivation to Learn and Student Response to learning in theCOVID-19 Pandemic" which concluded that students have a positive response toEnglish learning online classes but there are some barriers to student learning dueto inadequate internet factors.
CONCLUSIONFrom the results of the study it can be seen that the perception of studentsof the first class towards learning English online classes get a positive response,students get good support from the school during online learning classes despitesome obstacles that occur during the learning process. Students experiencelearning barriers related to learning English online classes such as internet signals,there are still students who do not understand English material described duringthe online learning process classes.Students are suggested to dare to express an opinion on the Englishlanguage learning material that was being studied under any circumstances so thatstudents understand the material provided by the teacher.
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